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There are many different versions of Plants vs. n Zombies: the original version (PC version), iOS version, Xbox 360 version,
PlayStation 3, . In Australia, the game was adapted for the Xbox 360 console and released under the name Plants Vs. Zombie().
The new version of the game includes a large number of changes. Before the game, there are a number of levels in the game, for

the passage of which a bonus is given in the form of collecting bonuses from enemy zombies. When adding a new cell to his
plant collection, the player is encouraged to collect bonuses from zombies in order to get new plants. However, zombies cannot
be infected in lane. Thanks to this, you can run freely over fairly wide spaces, which does not interfere with the passage. With

the Dead Mesmer (MMF) mode, you can ride zombies and switch from them to other zombies and back. On the levels at
different intervals there are zones with poisonous plants that must be collected. At the levels of the game there are three

zombies, which are represented by zombie warriors (English) Russian. and zombie drivers. On the Xbox 360 platform, Plants v.
ZOMBIE Original Edition was released on September 9, 2009, and the Windows version was released on August 10, 2009. In
Russia, the game was released on December 26, 2009 in the North American version and on January 10, 2010 in the European
version. This is the first game in which the player controls a zombie using a Kinect controller, which allows you to change its
attack power, slope and direction of movement. Also missing is the familiar "Dead Mesmmer" mode, which only allows the

player to run around the field with zombies. Instead, there is a "meat" mode (Russian: Meat) - a mode in which the player can
walk around the training ground, shoot zombies and collect bonuses, getting extra lives. In this mode, the player runs

horizontally, collects power-ups by jumping, and also destroys chains of zombies. On the other hand, in the "modifier" mode
(dramatic change in attack power of zombies, appearance of zombies, etc.), the player can change the attack power, zombie
style (for example, has the ability to walk on walls), dodge bullets and use hand grenades (which are added in order to obtain
additional bonuses). You can also change the position of the zombie (moving forward / backward). In this case, the zombie

moves if it is attacked
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